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Abstract—Nowadays a lot of uncertainty appears due to the
burst of data on the internet. This challenges the traditional
data processing methods because of its volume and variety.
Such uncertainty is hard to be represented in simply continuous
distribution functions when it is too hard or complicated to be
obtained. Considering the realistic situations that people may
be interested in queries falling into a scope rather than a
specific value, we present a new data model, called N-DB model,
where the attribute value is represented with a tabular form in
an increasing order, denoted N-table (i.e., a set of ordered pairs).
This model can deal with queries in a scope efficiently, such as
“movies with reputation level bigger than 5”. We modify the
relational algebra, including the aggregation query, and show
the query processing in a running example. We also define an
uncertain measurement (-precision) to measure the precision
and information of the N-table, which can be used in the
computation of precision requirements. Through experimental
results, we find queries can be evaluated efficiently by searching
in the N-tables, and are returned with confidence intervals.

distribution function. For example, the reputations of movies
can be quite different from each other, because the users who
mark the reputations are different in the dimension of number
and quality, and the reputation values can also change with
the flow of users. Therefore, it results in an irregular
distribution of reputation values. The presentation of N-table
can help the research on this problem.
As shown in Fig. 1, the tabular representation of the
uncertain attribute Reputation of a movie satisfies a partial
property, corresponding to N points in the uncertain
distribution curve. One pair (0.45  4.96) means that the
confidence of Reputation  4.96 is 0.45.

Index Terms—Uncertainty handling, uncertain databases,
queries.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fig. 1. An example of N-table.

Large volumes of data spring up in recent years, such as
microblog, mobile locations. Such data contains rich
information and may be captured from different equipment,
so the handling of this data may show the property of
uncertainty. Querying over imprecise data seems to be urgent
affairs. Among them, one kind of queries is found to appear
quite frequently in searching for useful information, that is,
queries falling into a scope. For example, movies may be
scored by users in online video site. Users may be interested
in the movie reputation before watching a movie. To obtain
this information, they usually implement queries in the form
of “movies with reputation level bigger than 5” rather than
“movies with reputation level exactly 5”. In the application of
online video or shopping site, queries, in the form of “less
than 5, between 3 and 5, bigger than 5”, are more useful in
helping people to find the appropriate information. Focused
on this problem, we propose a new data model, called N-DB
model, to handle uncertainty in imprecise databases and
implement query processing.
In earlier work of queries over continuous attribute values,
the distribution of an uncertain variable is presented with a
probabilistic density function, which is usually uniform
distribution or normal distribution. However, an uncertain
variable in realistic situations is more complicated than the
common distribution functions. The distribution can be quite
irregular which is hard to be expressed by one single

The materialized storage of attribute values is convenient
in the query process. Queries are evaluated over the N-tables
by searching the nearest values instead of over probabilistic
density functions by integration computation. Different from
traditional probabilistic databases, each query result is
returned along with a confidence interval rather than an exact
probability value. N-tables are provided by users,
corresponding to N points in the uncertainty distribution
curve. Furthermore, we present a measure, called α-precision,
to represent the precision and information of N-tables.
Through the measurement, the precision of N-tables can be
gained and adjusted according to requirements of queries.
The paper is organized in this way. In Section II, we
introduce some earlier work related to uncertainty handling
in databases. Then we detail our tabular representation model
in Section III. Evaluation is implemented in Section IV, and
we give concluding discussions in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
In dealing with uncertainty in the databases domain, a lot
of previous work has been done [1]-[6]. In probabilistic
databases, the attribute-wise uncertainty is represented with a
set of discrete values with separate probabilities or a random
variable with a probabilistic density function (PDF) [7].
Dalvi and Dan Suciu [8] study the query evaluations over
probabilistic databases, and find some query complexity to
be #P-complete. A lot of probabilistic database systems are
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 ln = 1.0, 0  a1  a2…  an. Each pair (li,  ai) represents
the probability that the attribute value is less than ai is li, i.e.,
prob. (attribute value  ai) = li. For simplicity, the symbol 
before ai in the N-table is usually omitted. |nt|= n is called the
size of the N-table. We can use nt(ai), nt(li), and nt(ai, li) to
represent the value of ai, li, and a pair (ai, li) in nt separately,
and nt(A) = {nt(ai)|i = 1, … , n}, nt(L) = {nt(li)|i = 1, …, n}.
Besides, the uncertainty increment Δli = li-li-1, and the
attribute value increment Δai = ai-ai-1, 1  i  n, l0 = 0, a0 = 0.
Definition 2. Uncertainty interval (U) is represented in the
form [ul, uu] (ul  uu) along with initial and resulting tuples. w
= uu-ul is the uncertainty interval width. Users may require
this value to be less than a precision threshold that they can
accept.

presented, such as ORION [9], MystiQ [10], Trio [11], Urank
[12], and MayBMS [13]. In [14], L. V. S. Lakshmanan, N.
Lenoe, R. Ross, and V. S. Subrahmanian present the concept
of probability range and corresponding possible worlds in the
new ProbView database system, where attributes may take
values from several alternatives with separate probability
ranges, such as {(700, [0.4,0.7]), (800, [0.5, 0.9])}.
Fuzzy theory [15]-[17] is another way to deal with
uncertainty, especially in handing the vagueness of human
language. It does well in the label classification problems.
For example, the vague concept “about 7 discount” can be
represented with a membership function, such as {0/3, 0.2/4,
0.8/6, 1.0/7, 0.6/8}. In this membership function, the 4
discount satisfies the label “about 7 discount” with a
degree of 0.2.
There are several approaches to model data vagueness in
fuzzy databases. One approach [18] considers a relation as a
fuzzy set which includes each tuple as an element with a
value representing its grade of membership. Another
approach [19]-[21] considers the attribute level vagueness,
where each attribute is represented as a possibility
distribution. A third approach [18], [22] combines the above
two approaches. Some survey works are done for uncertainty
handling in fuzzy databases [23]-[27].
Besides, there are also some works using other uncertain
handling theories. A Monte Carlo based uncertain database
was presented in [28], and some characteristic values (e.g.
mean and variance of a normal function) are stored
associated with attributes instead of pre-stored probabilities.
Evidence oriented databases were also presented in 1990s by
Lee [29], where the appearance probability of a tuple is
represented with a confidence value [belief, plausibility].
Based on fuzzy theory, fuzzy databases [18], [20] have been
proposed to support data vagueness since 1980s in parallel to
probabilistic databases.

TABLE I: A RUNNING EXAMPLE
(A) UNCERTAIN RELATION MOVIEINFO
MID
t1
t2

Name
Iron Man
Thor

Discount
nt1
nt2

U
[1,1]
[1,1]

(B) UNCERTAIN RELATION MOVIEREPU
MID
r1
r2

Name
Iron Man
Thor

Reputation
nt3
nt4

U
[1,1]
[1,1]

(C) N-TABLE OF THOR’S DISCOUNT(NT2)
Uncertainty(l)

0.01 …

0.65 0.69 …

0.86 0.88 …

1.0

Discount(a)

1.02 …

2.84 3.01 …

4.75 5.09 …

8.24

(D) N-TABLE OF IRON MAN’S REPUTATION(NT3)
Uncertainty(l)
Reputation(a)

0.01 …
2.54 …

0.80 0.81 …
6.91 7.00 …

1.0
9.02

(E) N-TABLE OF THOR’S REPUTATION(NT4)
Uncertainty(l)
Reputation(a)

III. TABULAR REPRESENTATION MODEL
Based on the tabular representation of uncertain
information, we present the NDB model to deal with
attribute-wise and tuple-wise uncertainty in a running
example of movies’ discount and reputation.
A. Definitions and Basic Notions
As shown in Table I, different from traditional databases, a
relation in N-DB usually consists of three parts: attributes
with certain values (MID and Name), attributes with
uncertain values (Discount and Reputation), and Uncertainty
Interval (U). N-table (e.g. nt1, nt2, nt3, and nt4) is used to
represent an attribute’s uncertain value, where a set of
ordered pairs in an increasing order (Fig. 1) are used to
describe the uncertain distribution, denoting the
attribute-wise uncertainty. Besides, an extra column U
(Uncertainty Interval) is used to represent the confidence
interval of the corresponding tuple, which is tuple-wise
uncertainty.
Definition 1. N-table is a set of ordered pairs nt ={(l1,  a1),
(l2,  a2), … ,(ln,  an)} corresponding to n points in the
uncertain distribution curve as shown in Fig. 1, 0  l1  l2…
558

0.05 …
1.47 …

0.80 0.85 …
6.82 7.42 …

1.0
9.52

At the beginning, each initial tuple in databases is assigned
a default uncertainty interval [1.0, 1.0], as shown in Table I.
In the querying process, each resulting tuple is returned along
with an uncertainty interval after searching and computing in
the N-table.
Definition 3. α-precision measures the precision of the
N-table, that is, the error size. It is gained by taking the
maximum uncertainty increment between two adjacent points
in a N-table, and is helpful in computing the precision
requirements.

 (nt )  max|int1| li ,0    1.0 .

(1)

The smaller the α-precision value is, the smaller the
uncertainty interval width may be. It means that N-table that
takes small α-precision value can result in answers with high
precision requirements.
B. Relational Algebra
The relational algebra in N-DB model is quite like the
traditional databases, except the computation involving in the
N-tables and uncertainty intervals. Among them, two
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N-tables nt1 and nt2 are considered to be equal if and only if
|nt1|= |nt2|, nt1(ai) = nt2(ai), nt1(li) = nt2(li), i = 1, … , |nt1|.
Besides, the confidence intervals of resulting tuples are also
updated.

needs computation among N-tables.
1) Max/Min
The Max operation over a set of N-tables (nt1, nt2, … , ntm)
also returns a N-table as the result. Firstly, to make the
attribute values in different N-tables to be identical and
comparable, we populate data in ntj (j = 1, … , m) to an

1) Union
In the union operation, the uncertainty interval
corresponding to each resulting tuple should also be
computed. If two tuples t1 and t2 are identical with separate U
values [ ul , uu ] and [ ul , uu ], then they are merged to one
1

1

2

m

expanded form nt j . For each ai  nt j ( A)

2

result tuple with uncertainty interval

 nt j (ai , li ) if ai  nt j ( A)
nt (ai , li )    ai ,nt j (lk ) 
 where nt j ( ak )ai nt j ( ak 1 ) if ai  nt j ( A)

j

U (t1  t2 )  [ul1 , uu1 ]  [ul2 , uu2 ]
 [ul1  ul2  ul1  ul2 , uu1  uu2  uu1  uu2 ].

(2)

(6)
m

2) Intersection
Similarly, if two tuples t1 and t2 with separate U values
[ ul , uu ] and [ ul , uu ] result in one answer, then the
1

1

2

,

j 1

From this equation, we know the size of nt j is |  nt j ( A)| .
j1

2

corresponding uncertainty interval is

U (t1  t2 )  [ul1 , uu1 ]  [ul2 , uu2 ]  [ul1  ul2 , uu1  uu2 ].

It populates the missing attribute values in ntj by taking the
uncertainty level of the adjacent points. Besides, the
uncertainty level takes 0 if ai is less than ntj(a1), and takes 1 if
ai is bigger than nt j ( a|nt j | ) .
Then the computation of max aggregation over the
expanded N-tables is shown in Fig. 2. The max attribute
value is ai if and only if nt1 takes values less than ai ,…, and

(3)
3) Selection
Selection operation on uncertain attributes includes two
types: A  c and A  c (A is the attribute name, and c is a
constant). For each tuple, we search for c in the N-table of
uncertain attribute until we find two adjacent points (ak,lk)
and ( ak1 , lk1 ), satisfying ak cak 1 , 1k n1 . Then the

ntm takes values less than ai, i.e., nt1(li )nt2 (li ) ntm (li ) .
The computation of min aggregation is similar.

resulting tuple of A  c selection is returned along with the
uncertainty interval [lk, lk+1], and the resulting tuple of A  c
selection is returned with the uncertainty interval [1-lk+1,
1-lk].

4) Projection
If two tuples t1 and t2 are projected to the same resulting
tuple on the projected attributes with separate U values
[ ul , uu ] and [ ul , uu ], then
1

1

2

Fig. 2. Max and min aggregation.

2) SUM
For SUM operation, we use a recursion method to generate
results which is also a N-table. We sum the N-tables one by
one, and use nt sum j to represent the results of summing the

2

U (t1  t2 )  [ul1 , uu1 ]  [ul2 , uu2 ]
 [ul1  ul2  ul1  ul2 , uu1  uu2  uu1  uu2 ].

(4)

first j N-tables. Let nt sum1  nt1  Lsum j ( a ) denote the
uncertainty that the attribute value in nt sum j is less than a.

5) Join
If two tuples t1, t2 with separate U values [
[

Then

pl1 , pu1 ],

Lsum j ( x)

pl2 , pu2 ] can result in one resulting tuple through the join

|nt j |

  P(nt j (ai 1 )  A  nt j (ai ))Lsum j1 ( x  nt j (ai )) (7)

operation, then the resulting uncertainty interval is

U (t1  t2 )  [ul1 , uu1 ]  [ul2 , uu2 ]
 [ul1  ul2 , uu1  uu2 ].

i 1

|nt j |

(5)

  nt j (li )Lsum j1 ( x  nt j (ai ))
i 1

C. Aggregate Query
The aggregation query over uncertain attributes in N-DB

3) Average
The computation process of the Average operation is
559
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Discount  5 is returned with the uncertainty interval [0.45,
0.46] for Pizza Hut. Similarly, from nt3, we find the
probability that its reputation isn’t less than 7 turns out to be
1-0.81=0.19.We consider restaurants’ discount and
reputation to be independent. Then the query result is
returned with the uncertainty interval [0.45 × 0.19, 0.46 ×
0.19] = [0.0855, 0.0874], as shown in Table III.
Query 4: “Find the movies whose discount isn’t greater
than 5 or reputation isn’t less than 7.”
SELECT Name FROM MovieInfo, MovieRepu
WHERE MovieInfo.Name = MovieRepu.Name
AND Discount  5 OR Reputation  7
The query result can be returned with the uncertainty
interval as shown in Table III. Take Iron Man for example,
[0.45, 0.46]  0.19 = [0.45 + 0.19 – 0.45 × 0.19, 0.46 + 0.19
-0.46 × 0.19] = [0.5545,0.5626].

Lavg j ( a ) denotes the

similar to the SUM operation.

uncertainty that the attribute value in ntavg j is less than a,
then

Lavg j ( x)
|nt j |

  P(nt j (ai 1 )  A  nt j (ai ))Lavg j1 (
i 1

|nt j |

  nt j (li )Lavg j1 (

x  nt j (ai )

i 1

j 1

x  nt j (ai )
j 1

) (8)

)

D. Query Processing
In the following, we show the query processing of the
model.
Query 1: “Find the movies whose discount is not greater
than 5 discount.”
SELECT Name FROM MovieInfo
WHERE Discount  5
For Iron Man in Table I, we need to search the N-table of
nt1 (i.e., Fig. 1) to find the probability that its discount isn’t
greater than 5 discount. We find 5 discount is between the
point (0.45, 4.96) and (0.46, 5.07), therefore Iron Man’s
discount isn’t greater than 5 discount within the uncertainty
interval [0.45, 0.46]. Similarly, the uncertainty interval of
Thor can also be found from Table I. The query results are
shown in Table II.
Query 2: “Find the restaurants whose discount is between
3 and 5.”
SELECT Name FROM Restaurant
WHERE Discount  3 AND Discount  5
For Iron Man, according to Fig. 1, we find the uncertainty
interval of Discount  3 and Discount  5 to be [0.01, 0.02]
and [0.45, 0.46] separately. Then the uncertainty interval for
the query result can be gained by the latter interval minus the
former, i.e. [0.45-0.02, 0.46-0.01]=[0.43, 0.45]. The query
results are shown in Table II.

TABLE III: RESULT OF QUERY 3 AND QUERY 4
(A) RESULT OF QUERY 3
Name
Iron Man
Thor

(B) RESULT OF QUERY 4
Name
Iron Man
Thor

E. Precision Requirements
As shown in the above query examples, the results are
usually returned with an uncertainty interval which
represents the truth degree. If this interval is too wide, it
provides little information for users. Therefore, the
uncertainty interval width (w) should be constrained to
satisfy users’ precision requirement threshold ( h ), w   h .
In the following, we show the relationships of  -precision
and the result width w in the  and  operations.

U

Iron Man

[0.45,0.46]

Thor

[0.86,0.88]

t1

 t2

We assume the uncertainty interval of tuples t1 and t2 to be
U(t1) = [ ul , uu ] and U(t2) = [ ul , uu ] separately. Let A

(B) RESULT OF QUERY 2
Name
Iron Man
Thor

U
[0.5545,0.5626]
[0.881,0.904]

Query 5: “Find the max discount of movies.”
SELECT Max(Discount) FROM MovieInfo
For example, we can find the two pairs (0.01, 2.84) and
(0.65, 2.84) from nt1 and nt2, thus there exists one pair
(0.0065, 2.84) in the resulting N-table.

TABLE II: RESULT OF QUERY 1 AND QUERY 2
(A) RESULT OF QUERY 1
Name

U
[0.0855,0.0874]
[0.129,0.176]

1

U
[0.43,0.45]
[0.17,0.23]

1

2

2

denote an uncertain attribute, then t1 and t2 may be 1) initial
tuples, t1. A = nt1, t2. A = nt2, or 2) gained through the


selection operation (A  c or A  c) over initial tuples t1 and

Query 3: “Find the movies whose discount isn’t greater
than 5 and reputation isn’t less than 7.”
SELECT MovieInfo.Name FROM MovieInfo, MovieRepu
WHERE MovieInfo.Name = MovieRepu.Name
AND Discount  5 AND Reputation  7
Take Iron Man for example. From Table I, we need to
search the nt1 (Fig. 1) to find the probability that Iron Man’ss
discount isn’t greater than 5. In nt1, 5 discount is between the
point (0.45, 4.96) and (0.46, 5.07), then the query

t2 separately, and t1 . A = nt1, t2 . A = nt2. For the first case
1), t1 and t2 are initial tuples, then w1 = uu  ul = 0   (nt1),
1
1
w2 = uu  ul = 0   (nt2). For the second case 2), as we
2

2

know,  -precision is the maximum uncertainty increment
between two adjacent points in a N-table, while the
uncertainty interval of resulting tuples in the selection
operation is usually gained by taking the uncertainty values
560
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of two adjacent points. Therefore, the uncertainty interval
width of resulting tuple in the selection operation must be less
than the  -precision value of the initial tuples. That is, w1 =

uu1 - ul1   (nt1), and w2 =

can conclude w1 =

uu1

u  u   (nt2). Then we
u2
l2

 (nt1) and w2 =
 ul
1

uu2  ul2   (nt2) for both cases. We know U(t1  t2) =
[ ul

1

 ul2 , uu1  uu2 ], so its width is
w  uu1  uu2  ul1  ul2
 (ul1  w1 )  (ul2  w2 )  ul1  ul2
 ul2  w1  ul1  w2  w1  w2
 ul2  w1  (ul1  w1 )  w2

Fig. 4. The running time of different N-table size.

Fig. 5. The running time of Query 1 in basic algorithm and binary search
algorithm in different N-table size.

 ul2  w1  uu1  w2

Fig. 3. The running time of different numbers of N-table.

 w1  w2   (nt1 )   (nt2 )

(9)

If  (nt1)   h / 2 and  (nt2)   h / 2 , then we can get
w   h / 2   h / 2   h from the above equation.
t1  t2.
Similarly,

for

t1



t2,

[ ul  ul  ul  ul , uu  uu  uu
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
561

 t2) =
U(t1
 uu ], and its width is
2
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w  (uu1  uu2  uu1  uu2 )  (ul1  ul2  ul1  ul2 )

O(log2n) in binary search algorithm.
Basic algorithm vs. Binary search algorithm. Then we
compare the basic algorithm (O(n) search algorithm) and the
binary search algorithm in Fig. 5. We find the growth trend of
the binary search algorithm is much slower than the basic
algorithm. When the number of N-tables gets larger (from 2K
to 6K), the optimization effects are more obvious.

 w1  w2  uu1  uu2  ul1  ul2
 w1  w2  (ul1  w1 )(ul2  w2 )  ul1  ul2

(10)

 w1  w2  (ul1  w2  ul2  w1  w1  w2 )
 w1  w2   (nt1 )   (nt2 ).
We can also get w   h if  (nt1)   h / 2 and  (nt2)
  / 2 . For the above two situations, we can conclude that
h

V.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS

We introduce a new uncertain handling data model which
can deal with uncertainty in visual media metadata. By
storing some materialized data in N-tables in an increasing
order, it can work efficiently and implement queries with
sensible answers. We modify the relational algebra, show
query examples, and prove the model efficiency through
experiments.

the query precision requirements  h can be satisfied if the
-precision of involved N-tables is less than  h / 2 .

For a compound event ee = ((t1  t2)  (t3))  t4 where t1,
t2, t3, t4 are initial tuples or initial tuples over selection
operation, we define the level according to the times of  ,
 operations for the tuples. For t4, one  operation is to be
computed in the computation process, then its level level(t4) =
1. For t1, two  operations and one  operation are to be
computed, then its level level(t1) = 3. Similarly, level(t2) = 3,
level(t3) = 2. Therefore, as we have concluded above, the
precision requirement h for the compound event ee can be
traced back to all initial tuples according to the levels, that is,
h /level(ti) for ti.
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